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QUADRATIC FORMS WITH A STRONG REGULARITY
PROPERTY ON THE REPRESENTATIONS OF SQUARES
KYOUNGMIN KIM AND BYEONG-KWEON OH
Abstract. A (positive definite and non-classic integral) quadratic form is
called strongly s-regular if it satisfies a strong regularity property on the num-
ber of representations of squares of integers. In this article, we prove that for
any integer k ě 2, there are only finitely many isometry classes of strongly
s-regular quadratic forms with rank k if the minimum of the nonzero squares
that are represented by them is fixed.
1. Introduction
For a positive definite (non-classic) integral quadratic form of rank k
fpx1, x2, . . . , xkq “
ÿ
1ďiďjďk
aijxixj paij P Zq,
we define rpn, fq the number of representations of an integer n by f , that is,
rpn, fq “ |tpx1, x2, . . . , xkq P Zk | fpx1, x2, . . . , xkq “ nu|.
Hence rpn, fq is the number of solutions of the quadratic diophantine equation. It
is well known that rpn, fq is finite for any positive integer n. However, there is no
known method to compute this number rpn, fq explicitly for an arbitrary quadratic
form f .
Hurwitz [10] noted that if fpx, y, zq “ x2 ` y2 ` z2, then
rpn2, fq “ 6
ź
p : odd prime
„
pordppnq`1 ´ 1
p´ 1 ´
ˆ´1
p
˙
pordppnq ´ 1
p´ 1

.
A complete proof of this formula was given by Olds [19]. Note that the product in
the right hand side is, in fact, the product of primes dividing n, for the value is one
if ordppnq “ 0. Motivated by Hurwitz’s formula, Cooper and Lam [2] proved that
if f is isometric to one of
x2 ` y2 ` 2z2, x2 ` y2 ` 3z2, x2 ` 2y2 ` 2z2, and x2 ` 3y2 ` 3z2,
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then it satisfies a similar equation to Hurwitz’s formula. Furthermore, they provided
a list of 64 diagonal ternary quadratic forms and conjectured that those ternary
forms in the list also satisfy similar equations. Some parts of their conjecture were
proved by Guo, Peng, and Qin [6], Hu¨rlimann [11], and finally, all of the remaining
cases were proved by the authors [14].
To explain the condition given by Cooper and Lam more precisely, we briefly
introduce some terminology on quadratic forms. For an integer n, we define
wpfq “
ÿ
rgsPgenpfq{„
1
opgq and rpn, genpfqq “
1
wpfq
ÿ
rgsPgenpfq{„
rpn, gq
opgq ,
where genpfq{ „ is the set of isometry class rgs Ă genpfq{ „, and opfq is the
order of the isometry group Opfq. Though there is no known method to compute
rpn, fq for an arbitrary quadratic form f , the Minkowski-Siegel formula says that
rpn, genpfqq is the constant multiple of the product of local densities.
Roughly speaking, Cooper and Lam’s condition is that rpn2, fq is almost same
to rpn2, genpfqq for any positive integer n. To be more precise, let f be a positive
definite (non-classic) integral quadratic form of rank k. Let n1 and n2 be positive
integers such that Ppn1q Ă Pp2dfq, pn2, 2dfq “ 1 and n “ n1n2. Here Ppnq denotes
the set of prime factors of n, and df denotes the discriminant of f defined by the
determinant of the symmetric matrix Mf “
´
B2f
BxiBxj
¯
. The quadratic form f is
called strongly s-regular if for any positive integer n “ n1n2 such that rpn21, fq ‰ 0,
(1.1)
rpn21n22, fq
rpn21, fq
“ rpn
2
1n
2
2, genpfqq
rpn21, genpfqq
.
The Minkowski-Siegel formula says that (for details, see Corollary 2.6)
rpn21n22, genpfqq
rpn21, genpfqq
“
ź
p|n2
hppdf, µpq,
where µp “ ordppn2q for any prime p and
hppdf, µpq“
$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
2µpÿ
t“0
˜
p´1q k2 df
p
¸t
p
pk´2qt
2 if k is even,
˜
ppk´2qpµp`1q ´ 1
pk´2 ´ 1 ´ p
k´3
2
˜
p´1q k´12 df
p
¸
ppk´2qµp ´ 1
pk´2 ´ 1
¸
otherwise.
Clearly, if f does not represent any squares of integers, then f is trivially strongly
s-regular. So, throughout this article, we always assume that any strongly s-regular
quadratic form f represents at least one square of an integer. Note that this condi-
tion is equivalent to the condition that f represents 1 over Q. A diagonal ternary
quadratic form f satisfies the Cooper and Lam’s condition given in [2] if and only
if f satisfies Equation (1.1), that is, f is strongly s-regular.
As a natural generalization of the Cooper and Lam’s conjecture, one may con-
sider the problem to classify all strongly s-regular quadratic forms. Related to
this question, we [15] proved that there are only finitely many isometry classes of
strongly s-regular ternary quadratic forms if the minimum of the nonzero squares
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that are represented by the form is fixed, and we classified all strongly s-regular
ternary quadratic forms that represent 1. Recently, the first author [13] proved
that there are only finitely many isometry classes of strongly s-regular quaternary
quadratic forms if the minimum of the nonzero squares that are represented by
them is fixed, and classifies all strongly s-regular diagonal quaternary quadratic
forms that represent 1.
The aim of the article is to prove that there are only finitely many isometry
classes of strongly s-regular quadratic forms with fixed rank greater than 1 if the
minimum of the nonzero squares that are represented by them is fixed.
The subsequent discussion will be conducted in the better adapted geometric lan-
guage of quadratic spaces and lattices. Throughout this article, we always assume
that every Z-lattice L “ Zx1 ` Zx2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zxk is positive definite and non-classic
integral, that is, the corresponding symmetric matrix
ML “ p2Bpxi, xjqq PMkˆkpZq
is positive definite and the norm ideal npLq is Z. We define dL “ detpMLq. Note
that the definition of the discriminant dL of a Z-lattice L is different from that
of [20]. If an integer n is represented by L over Zp for any prime p including
infinite prime, then we say that n is represented by the genus of L, and we write
n Ñ genpLq. When n is represented by the lattice L itself, then we write n Ñ L.
We always assume that ∆p is a non square unit in Z
ˆ
p for any odd prime p. Recall
the for any positive integer n, the set of prime factors of n is denoted by Ppnq.
Any unexplained notation and terminology can be found in [16] or [20].
2. Almost strongly s-regular Z-lattices
In this section, we define almost strongly s-regularities of quadratic forms, and
provide some basic properties of those quadratic forms.
Definition 2.1. Let P be a finite set of primes and let L be a Z-lattice of rank
k that represents at least one square of integer. For any positive integer n, let n1
and n2 be integers such that n “ n1n2, and
Ppn1q Ă Pp2dLq Y P,
˜
n2, 2dL ¨
ź
pPP
p
¸
“ 1.
We say the Z-lattice L is almost strongly s-regular with respect to P if for any
positive integer n “ n1n2,
rpn21n22, Lq “ rpn21, Lq ¨
ź
p|n2
hppdL, µpq,
where µp “ ordppn2q for any prime p, and
hppdL, µpq“
$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
2µpÿ
t“0
˜
p´1q k2 dL
p
¸t
p
pk´2qt
2 if k is even,
˜
ppk´2qpµp`1q ´ 1
pk´2 ´ 1 ´ p
k´3
2
˜
p´1q k´12 dL
p
¸
ppk´2qµp ´ 1
pk´2 ´ 1
¸
otherwise.
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For convenience, if there exists a finite set of primes P such that L is almost strongly
s-regular with respect to P , then we simply say L is almost strongly s-regular. In
particular, if L satisfies the above condition when P “ H, then we say that L is
strongly s-regular.
In fact, one may easily check whether or not a Z-lattice L represents at least one
square of an integer.
Lemma 2.2. Let L be a Z-lattice of rank k and let V “ L b Q be the quadratic
space over Q.
(i) If k “ 2, then rpn2, L1q “ 0 for any L1 P genpLq and any integer n if and
only if SppV q ‰ p´1, dpVpqqp for some prime p.
(ii) If k “ 3, then rpn2, L1q “ 0 for any L1 P genpLq and any integer n if and
only if dpVpq “ ´1 and SppV q ‰ p´1,´1qp for some prime p.
(iii) If k ě 4, then L represents at least one square of an integer.
Here dpVpq is the discriminant of Vp “ V b Qp, and SppV q is the Hasse symbol of
V over Qp
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the fact that for any integer n, rpn2, L1q “ 0
for any L1 P genpLq if and only if 1 is not represented by V . 
Lemma 2.3. Let P be a finite set of primes and let L be an almost strongly s-
regular Z-lattice with respect to P . Then we have
rpn2m2, Lq “ rpn2, Lq
ź
p|m
hppdL, ordppmqq,
for any integers n,m such that pm, 2 ¨ n ¨ dL ¨śpPP pq “ 1.
Proof. Let n “ n1n2 for some integers n1 and n2 satisfying all conditions given in
Definition 2.1. Since pn2,mq “ 1, we have
rpn2m2, Lq “ rpn21n22m2, Lq “ rpn21, Lq
ź
p|n2m
hppdL, ordppn2mqq
“ rpn21, Lq
ź
p|n2
hppdL, ordppn2qq
ź
p|m
hppdL, ordppmqq
“ rpn2, Lq
ź
p|m
hppdL, ordppmqq.
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.4. Let P1 and P2 be sets of finite primes such that P1 Ď P2. Then
any almost strongly s-regular Z-lattice with respect to P1 is also almost strongly
s-regular with respect to P2. In particular, any strongly s-regular Z-lattice is almost
strongly s-regular with respect to any finite set of primes.
Proof. The corollary follows directly from Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.5. Let L be a Z-lattice of rank k. For any positive integer n, let n1 and
n2 be positive integers such that Ppn1q Ă Pp2dLq, pn2, 2dLq “ 1 and n “ n1n2.
For any prime p, we put ordppnq “ µp.
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(i) Assume that k is even. If n1 is represented by the genus of L, then
rpn1n2, genpLqq
rpn1, genpLqq “ n
k´2
2
2 ¨
ź
p|2dL
αppn1n2, Lq
αppn1, Lq
ź
p∤2dL
αppn1n2, Lq
αppn1, Lq
“
ź
p|n2
»
– µpÿ
t“0
˜
p´1q k2 dL
p
¸t
p
pk´2qt
2
fi
fl .
In particular, if n21 is represented by the genus of L, then
rpn21n22, genpLqq
rpn21, genpLqq
“
ź
p|n2
»
–2µpÿ
t“0
˜
p´1q k2 dL
p
¸t
p
pk´2qt
2
fi
fl .
(ii) Assume that k is odd. If n21 is represented by the genus of L, then
rpn21n22, genpLqq
rpn21, genpLqq
“ nk´22 ¨
ź
p|2dL
αppn21n22, Lq
αppn21, Lq
ź
p∤2dL
αppn21n22, Lq
αppn21, Lq
“
ź
p|n2
˜
ppk´2qpµp`1q ´ 1
pk´2 ´ 1 ´ p
k´3
2
˜
p´1q k´12 dL
p
¸
ppk´2qµp ´ 1
pk´2 ´ 1
¸
.
In particular, any Z-lattice with class number 1 is strongly s-regular.
Proof. By the Minkowski-Siegel formula, we have
rpn, genpLqq “ ǫk ¨ π k2 ¨ Γ
ˆ
k
2
˙´1
¨ pdLq´ 12 ¨ n k´22 ¨
ź
pă8
αppn, Lq,
where ǫk “ 12 if k “ 2, ǫk “ 1 otherwise, and αp is the local density. Assume that
p does not divide 2dL. If k is even, then
αppn, Lq “
¨
˝ µpÿ
t“0
˜
p´1q k2 dL
p
¸t
p
pk´2qpt´µpq
2
˛
‚ˆ1´ ˆ´dL
p
˙
1
p
˙
,
and if k is odd, then
αppn2, Lq “ p1 ´ p
´1qp1´ p´pk´2qµpq
pk´2 ´ 1 `
˜
p´1q k´12 dL
p
¸
p´pk´2qµp´
k´1
2 ` 1,
by Theorem 3.1 of [21]. The lemma follows directly from this. 
Corollary 2.6. Let L be a Z-lattice of rank k. Then L is strongly s-regular if and
only if L satisfies the following equation
rpn21n22, Lq
rpn21, Lq
“ rpn
2
1n
2
2, genpLqq
rpn21, genpLqq
,
for any positive integer n “ n1n2 satisfying all conditions given in Definition 2.1
and rpn21, Lq ‰ 0.
Proof. The corollary follows directly from Lemma 2.5. 
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3. Strongly s-regular binary Z-lattices
In this section, we prove that there are only finitely many isometry classes of
strongly s-regular binary quadratic forms if the minimum of the nonzero squares
that are represented by them is fixed.
Let D be a negative integer that is congruent to 0 or 1 modulo 4. We define
GD to be the set of all proper classes of primitive binary quadratic forms of a fixed
discriminant ´D. Recall that the discriminant of a primitive binary quadratic form
fpx, yq “ ax2 ` bxy ` cy2, pa, b, cq “ 1
is defined by df “ 4ac ´ b2. Hence ´df is congruent to 0 or 1 modulo 4. It is
well known that GD forms a finite abelian group under the composition law (for
details, see [1]). For a proper class A P GD, we denote rpn,Aq to be rpn, fq for
some primitive binary quadratic form f P A. Let L “ Zu ` Zv be a binary Z-
lattice. The corresponding binary quadratic form fL to the Z-lattice L is defined
by fLpx, yq “ Qpuqx2 ` 2Bpu, vqxy ` Qpvqy2. Though the isometry class of fL is
independent of the choice of the basis for L, the proper isometry class of fL depends
on the choice of the basis for L. In fact, there might be two different proper isometry
classes of binary quadratic forms corresponding to the binary Z-lattice L according
to the choice of the basis for L.
Let L be an almost strongly s-regular binary Z-lattice. Since we are assuming
that the genus of L represents at least one square of an integer, we always assume
that Vp » x1, dVpy for any prime p. Hence SppV q “ p´1, dpVpqqp for any prime p.
Therefore, we have the followings:
(i) if 1 is represented by L2, then L2 is isometric to one ofˆ
1 1
2
1
2
1
˙
,
ˆ
0 1
2
1
2
0
˙
, and x1, ǫ2ty,
for some ǫ P Zˆ2 and an integer t ě 0.
(ii) if 1 is not represented by L2, then L2 is isometric to one of
x3, ǫ122t1y, x3, ǫ222t2`1y, x5, ǫ322t3`2y, and x7, ǫ42t4`2y,
for some ǫ1, ǫ4 P t1, 5u, ǫ2 P t3, 7u and ǫ3 P t1, 3, 5, 7u and an integer ti ě 1
for i “ 1, 2, 3, 4.
(iii) if p is odd and 1 is represented by Lp, then Lp is isometric to x1, ǫpty for
some ǫ P Zˆp and an integer t ě 0.
(iv) if p is odd and 1 is not represented by Lp, then Lp is isometric to x∆p, ǫp2ty
for some ǫ P Zˆp and an integer t ě 1.
Note that if ordp
`
1
4
dL
˘ ď 1, then Lp always represents 1 under the assumption
given above.
Lemma 3.1. Any almost strongly s-regular binary Z-lattice represents all squares
of integers that are represented by its genus.
Proof. Let L be an almost strongly s-regular binary Z-lattice with respect to a finite
set P of primes. Suppose that a square of an integer a2 is represented by the genus
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of L, but is not represented by L. Let q be any prime such that pq, 2dL¨śpPP pq “ 1,
and let a “ qtb, where b is an integer such that pq, bq “ 1. Then, by Lemma 2.3,
we have
(3.1) rpq2a2, Lq “ rpq2t`2b2, Lq “ rpb2, Lq ¨
2t`2ÿ
i“0
ˆ´dL
q
˙
“ 0.
Since a2 is represented by the genus of L, there is a binary Z-lattice L1 P genpLq
that represents a2, that is, rpa2, L1q ‰ 0. Let fL(fL1) be the quadratic form corre-
sponding to L(L1, respectively). We also fix a proper class rfLs(rfL1s) containing
the binary quadratic form fL(fL1 , respectively). Note that the quadratic form
corresponding to L is uniquely determined up to isometry, but is not uniquely
determined up to proper isometry, in general. However, the result in the remain-
ing part does not change, no matter which proper classes are chosen. Note that
rfLs, rfL1s P G´dL. Now, by Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 14 in [1], we have
genpfL1q{ „“ trfL1s ¨ rgs2 : rgs P G´dLu Ă G´dL.
Here, genpfL1q{ „ is the set of proper classes contained in the genus of fL1 . Since
rfLs P genpfL1q{ „, there is a proper class rgs P G´dL such that rfLs “ rfL1s ¨ rgs2.
Furthermore, since the primitive binary quadratic form g represents infinitely many
primes, there is a prime r with pr, 2dL¨śpPP pq “ 1 that is represented by the binary
quadratic form g, that is, rpr, gq ‰ 0. Therefore, by the property of composition
law (see [5]), we have
rpa2r2, Lq “ rpa2r2, rfLsq “ rpa2r2, rfL1s ¨ rgs2q ‰ 0,
which is a contradiction to (3.1). 
Corollary 3.2. Let L be an almost strongly s-regular binary Z-lattice. Then any
integer m such that m2 is represented by L is a multiple of
mspLq “ minnPZ`tn : rpn2, Lq ‰ 0u.
Proof. Let m be an integer such that m2 is represented by L. Then one may easily
show that for any prime p, ordppmspLqq ď ordppmq from the consequence of Lemma
3.1. The corollary follows directly from this. 
Let L be a binary Z-lattice. For any prime p, the Λp-transformation (or Watson
transformation) is defined as follows:
ΛppLq “ tx P L : Qpx` zq ” Qpzq pmod pq for all z P Lu.
Note that ΛppLq is, in fact, a sublattice of L. Let λppLq be the primitive lattice
(that is, npλppLqq “ Z) obtained from ΛppLq by scaling V “ L b Q by a suitable
rational number. For a positive integer N “ pe11 pe22 ¨ ¨ ¨ pekk , we also define
λN pLq “ λe1p1 pλe2p2p¨ ¨ ¨λek´1pk´1pλekpkpLqq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq.
Note that λppλqpLqq “ λqpλppLqq for any primes p ‰ q.
Lemma 3.3. Let L be a binary Z-lattice. For any prime p dividing dL, we have
rppn, Lq “ rppn,ΛppLqq.
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Proof. See [3]. 
Lemma 3.4. Let q be a prime and let L be a binary Z-lattice such that Lq does
not represent 1.
(i) If ordq
`
1
4
dL
˘ ě 3, then L is almost strongly s-regular with respect to P if
and only if λqpLq is almost strongly s-regular with respect to P . Further-
more, if one of them is true, then mspLq “ q ¨mspλqpLqq.
(ii) If ordq
`
1
4
dL
˘ “ 2, then L is almost strongly s-regular with respect to P
if and only if λqpLq is almost strongly s-regular with respect to P Y tqu.
Furthermore, if one of them is true, then mspLq “ q ¨mspλqpLqq.
Proof. Since the proof is quite similar to each other, we only provide the proof of
the second case. Note that if q “ 2 and ord2
`
1
4
dL
˘ “ 2, then L2 » x3, 4y or x3, 20y.
Suppose that L is almost strongly s-regular with respect to a finite set of primes
P . Let n1 and n2 be positive integers such that n “ n1n2, and
Ppn1q Ă Pp2dLq Y P, pn2, 2dL ¨
ź
pPP
pq “ 1.
Then we have
rpq2n21n22, Lq “ rpq2n21, Lq
ź
p|n2
hppdL, µpq,
where µp and hppdL, µpq are defined in Definition 2.1. By Lemma 3.3, we have
(3.2) rpq2n21n22, Lq “ rpn21n22, λqpLqq and rpq2n21, Lq “ rpn21, λqpLqq,
which implies that
rpn21n22, λqpLqq “ rpn21, λqpLqq
ź
p|n2
hppdL, µpq.
Since Pp2dLqYP “ Pp2dpλqpLqqqYP Ytqu, the above equation implies that λqpLq
is almost strongly s-regular with respect to P Y tqu.
Conversely, suppose that λqpLq is almost strongly s-regular with respect to P Y
tqu. If ordqpn1q ě 1, then by (3.2), we have
rpn21n22, Lq “ rpn21, Lq
ź
p|n2
hppdL, µpq.
If ordqpn1q “ 0, then rpn21n22, Lq “ rpn21, Lq “ 0. Therefore, L is almost strongly
s-regular with respect to P .
Assume that either L or λqpLq is almost strongly s-regular. Note that from the
assumption, mspLq is divisible by q. Since rpq2n2, Lq “ rpn2, λqpLqq by Lemma
3.3, we have mspLq “ q ¨mspλqpLqq. 
Corollary 3.5. Let L be an almost strongly s-regular binary Z-lattice. Then there
is a positive integer N such that λN pLq is almost strongly s-regular lattice such that
mspλN pLqq “ 1.
Proof. The corollary follows directly from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4. 
Lemma 3.6. If L is an almost strongly s-regular binary Z-lattice such thatmspLq “
1, then L has class number 1.
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Proof. Since L is almost strongly s-regular with respect to a finite set P of primes,
for any prime p with p R Pp2dLq Y P , we have
(3.3) rpp2, Lq “ rp1, Lq ¨
˜
1`
ˆ´dL
p
˙
`
ˆ´dL
p
˙2¸
.
Suppose that L has class number greater than 1. Let L1 P genpLq be a binary
Z-lattice that is not isometric to L. Fix a proper class rfLs (rfL1s) in G´dL corre-
sponding to the binary Z-lattice L (L1, respectively). Since L represent 1, we have,
by Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 14 in [1],
genpfLq{ „“ trgs2 : rgs P G´dLu.
Hence, there is a proper class rgs P G´dL such that rfL1s “ rgs2. Since g represents
infinitely many primes, there is a prime q with pq, 2dL ¨śpPP pq “ 1 that is repre-
sented by g, that is, rpq, gq ‰ 0. Then by the property of the composition law, we
have
(3.4) rpq2, rfL1sq “ rpq2, rgs2q ‰ 0.
Now, by Theorem 4.1 of Chapter 12 in [9] and (3.3), we haveÿ
rhsPG´dL
rpq2, rhsq “ rp1, rfLsq
ˆ
1`
ˆ´dL
q
˙
`
ˆ´dL
q2
˙˙
“ rpq2, rfLsq.
This implies that rpq2, rfL1sq “ 0, which is a contradiction to (3.4). 
Corollary 3.7. Let L be a binary Z-lattice. Then L is strongly s-regular if and
only if L is almost strongly s-regular.
Proof. Note that the “only if” is trivial by Lemma 2.4. Suppose that L is almost
strongly s-regular. By Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 3.6, there is a positive integer N
such that λN pLq is of class number 1 and then strongly s-regular. This implies that
L is strongly s-regular by Lemma 3.4. 
Theorem 3.8. For any positive integer m, there are only finitely many isometry
classes of strongly s-regular binary Z-lattices L such that mspLq “ m.
Proof. Let L be a strongly s-regular binary Z-lattice withmspLq “ m. By Corollary
3.5 and Lemma 3.6, there is a positive integer N such that λN pLq has class number
1. It is well known that there are only finitely many isometry classes of binary
Z-lattices with class number 1 (see [12] and [18]). Therefore the theorem follows
directly from the fact that for any binary Z-lattice K and any fixed prime p, there
are finitely many Z-lattices whose λp-transformation is isometric to K. 
Remark 3.9. (i) In fact, there are infinitely many strongly s-regular binary Z-
lattices. For example, since both x1, 2y and x2, 9y have class number one, x2, 32ty is
strongly s-regular for any integer t ě 0 by Lemma 3.4.
(ii) In general, if a strongly s-regular binary Z-lattice L does not represent 1, then
it is possible that L has class number greater than 1. For example, in (i), the
binary Z-lattice x2, 32ty is strongly s-regular with class number greater than 1 for
any integer t ě 2.
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4. Strongly s-regular Z-lattices with rank greater than two
In this section, we will consider strongly s-regular Z-latices with rank greater
than 2. We prove that for any integer k ě 3, there are only finitely many isometry
classes of strongly s-regular Z-lattices with rank k if the minimum of the nonzero
squares that are represented by them is fixed. In fact, this was proved in [14] when
k “ 3, and in [13] when k “ 4. The method used in [13] and [14] cannot be extended
to the general rank case. Since our method that we are using in this article can be
applied to prove these two cases, we proceed to our argument under the assumption
that k ě 3.
Lemma 4.1. Any strongly s-regular Z-lattice represents all squares of integers that
are represented by its genus.
Proof. Let L be a strongly s-regularZ-lattice quadratic form of rank k ě 3. Suppose
that there is an integer a such that a2 is represented by the genus of L, but is not
represented by L itself. Then for any prime p ∤ 2dL and any integer s ě 1, we have
rpp2sa2, Lq “ rpp2s`2tb2, Lq “ rpb2, LqhppdL, s` tq “ 0,
where a “ pt ¨b for some integer b with pb, pq “ 1 and hp is defined in Definition 2.1.
By repeating this for any prime q such that pq, 2dLq “ 1, we may conclude that
(4.1) rpn2a2, Lq “ 0,
for any integer n with pn, 2dLq “ 1.
Since we are assuming that a2 is represented by the genus of L, there is a Z-lattice
L1 P genpLq such that rpa2, L1q ‰ 0. If k “ 3, then the Class Linkage Lemma in
[8] says that there is a prime q ∤ 2dL such that qL1 Ď L. Hence q2a2 is represented
by L, that is, rpq2a2, Lq ‰ 0. This is a contradiction to (4.1). Assume that k ě 4.
Since a2 is represented by the genus of L, there exists a sufficiently large integer m
with pm, 2dLq “ 1 such that
rpm2a2, Lq ‰ 0,
by Theorem 6.3 for the case when k “ 4, and Theorem 6.4 for the case when k ě 5
of [7]. This is a contradiction to (4.1). 
Corollary 4.2. Let L be a strongly s-regular Z-lattice. Then any integer m such
that m2 is represented by L is a multiple of
mspLq “ minnPZ`tn : rpn2, Lq ‰ 0u.
Proof. The corollary follows directly from Lemma 4.1. 
Let L be a Z-lattice of rank k. For any positive integer j ď k, the j-th successive
minimum of L will be denoted by µjpLq. For the definition of the successive minima,
see Chapter 12 of [1]. It is well-known that dL ď 2kµ1pLqµ2pLq ¨ ¨ ¨µkpLq (for the
proof, see Proposition 2.3 of [4]).
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Lemma 4.3. Let L be a Z-lattice of rank k and let n be a positive integer. Then
we have
rpn, Lq ď
˜
2
3k´1
2 γ
1
2
k
dL
k´1
2k
¸
¨ n k´12 `
k´1ÿ
i“1
tipkqn
k´1´i
2 ,
where tipkq “ 2k
`
k´1
i
˘
C5pkq k´1´i2 for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , k ´ 1. Here, C5pkq is an
absolute constant depending only on k, which is defined in Theorem 3.1 of Chapter
12 in [1].
Proof. Let L be a Z-lattice of rank k and let fL be the quadratic form corresponding
to L. Let
fLpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq “
ÿ
1ďi,jďk
aijxixj
“ h1px1 ` c12x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c1kxkq2
`h2px2 ` c23x3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c2kxkq2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hkx2k
be Minkowski-reduced with successive minima µ1pLq, . . . , µkpLq. Here, one may
easily check that dL “ 2kh1h2 ¨ ¨ ¨hk. By Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 12 in [1], there is
an absolute constant C5pkq depending only on k such that for any i with 1 ď i ď k,
(4.2)
1
C5pkq ď
µipLq
C5pkq ď hi.
Now, assume that fLpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq “ n. Then, for any i with 2 ď i ď k, we have
pxi ` uiq2 ď n
hi
,
where ui “ cii`1xi`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cikxk for any i with 2 ď i ď k ´ 1 and uk “ 0. This
implies that
´
c
n
hi
ď xi ` ui ď
c
n
hi
.
Since xi is an integer, we have for any i with 2 ď i ď k,
(4.3) ´
„c
n
hi
` ui

ď xi ď
„c
n
hi
´ ui

,
where rxs is the greatest integer not exceeding x. Note that„c
n
hi
´ ui

`
„c
n
hi
` ui

ď 2
„c
n
hi

` 1,
for any i with 2 ď i ď k. If the variables x2, x3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk are determined, then the
number of possible x1’s satisfying fLpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq “ n is at most 2. Hence by (4.2)
and (4.3), we have
rpn, Lq “ rpn, fLq ď 2 ¨
ˆ
2
„c
n
h2

` 2
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
2
„c
n
hk´1

` 2
˙ˆ
2
„c
n
hk

` 2
˙
ď 2
k ¨ n k´12a
h2 ¨ ¨ ¨hk´1hk
`
k´1ÿ
i“1
2k
ˆ
k ´ 1
i
˙
C5pkq
k´1´i
2 ¨ n k´1´i2 .
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Now, by Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 12 in [1], we have
1a
h2 ¨ ¨ ¨hk´1hk
“ 2
k
2 ¨ ?h1?
dL
ď 2
k´1
2 γ
1
2
k dL
1
2k?
dL
“ 2
k´1
2 γ
1
2
k
dLp
1
2
´ 1
2k
q
,
where γk is the Hermite’s constant depending only on k. Therefore, we have
rpn, Lq ď
˜
2
3k´1
2 γ
1
2
k
dL
k´1
2k
¸
¨ n k´12 `
k´1ÿ
i“1
tipkqn
k´1´i
2 ,
where tipkq “ 2k
`
k´1
i
˘
C5pkq k´1´i2 is an absolute constant depending only on k. This
completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.4. Let M0, N0 and k be positive integers. Let d be a positive integer
satisfying the following property: for any prime p ěM0 not dividing d, d ă N0 ¨p2k.
Then there is an absolute constant depending only on M0, N0 and k such that
d ă C0pk,M0, N0q.
Proof. Let qr be the r-th smallest prime greater than or equal to M0 so that M0 ď
q1 ă q2 ă q3 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ . Let r0 ě 2k ` 1 be an integer such that
qr0´2k ą 2kp2k`1q ¨N0.
Then, by Bertrand-Chebyshev theorem, we have
q1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ qr0 ą N0 ¨ q2kr0`1.
Furthermore, we also have q1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ qr ą N0 ¨ q2kr`1 for any r ě r0.
Let s be the smallest integer such that qs does not divide d. If s ą r0, then we
have
d ą q1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ qs´1 ą N0 ¨ q2ks ,
which is a contradiction to the assumption. Therefore s ď r0 and
d ă N0 ¨ q2kr0 “: C0pk,M0, N0q.
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.5. Let k be an integer greater than 2. For any positive integer m,
there are only finitely many isometry classes of strongly s-regular Z-lattices L of
rank k such that mspLq “ m.
Proof. Let L be a strongly s-regular Z-lattice of rank k such that mspLq “ m.
Let yi P L be a vector such that Qpyiq “ µipLq, where µipLq is the i-th successive
minimum of L. Define a sublattice Lpk´ 1q “ pQy1`Qy2` ¨ ¨ ¨`Qyk´1q XL of L.
Since rpn, Lpk ´ 1qq is the Fourier coefficient of a modular form of weight k´1
2
, it
is well known that (see, for example, [17])
rpn, Lpk ´ 1qq P
$&
%
O
´
n
3
4
¯
if k “ 4,
O
´
n
k´3
2
`ǫ
¯
otherwise,
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for any ǫ ą 0. Hence, if dpLpk´ 1qq ă 2 p3k´4qpk´1qk´2 ¨ γ
k´1
k´2
k´1 ¨m2pk´1q, then there exists
an absolute constant Ck,m depending only on k and m such that
rpn, Lpk ´ 1qq ď Ck,m ¨ nek
for any positive integer n, where ek “ 34 if k “ 4, ek “ 2k´54 otherwise. We define
M0“min
#
2pMk´2 ´M k´22 ` 1q ąMk´2 `řk´2i“1 tipk ´ 1qpmMqk´2´iM P N
and 2pMk´2 ´M k´22 ` 1q ą Ck,m ¨m2ek ¨M2ek
+
,
where tipk´ 1q “ 2k´1
`
k´2
i
˘
C5pk´ 1q k´2´i2 is an absolute constant depending only
on k. Note that M0 is an absolute constant depending only on k and m.
Let p be any prime greater than or equal to M0 such that p does not divide 2dL.
Since L is strongly s-regular, we have
rpm2p2, Lq “ rpm2, LqhppdL, 1q,
where
hppdL, 1q “
$’’’’&
’’’’%
pk´2 `
˜
p´1q k2 dL
p
¸
p
k´2
2 ` 1 if k is even,
pk´2 ` 1´ p k´32
˜
p´1q k´12 dL
p
¸
otherwise.
Therefore we have
rpm2p2, Lq “ rpm2, LqhppdL, 1q ě 2ppk´2 ´ p
k´2
2 ` 1q.
On the other hand, if dpLpk ´ 1qq ă 2 p3k´4qpk´1qk´2 ¨ γ
k´1
k´2
k´1 ¨m2pk´1q, then we have
rpm2p2, Lpk ´ 1qq ď Ck,m ¨m2ek ¨ p2ek ,
and if dpLpk ´ 1qq ě 2 p3k´4qpk´1qk´2 ¨ γ
k´1
k´2
k´1 ¨m2pk´1q, then by Lemma 4.3, we have
rpm2p2, Lpk ´ 1qq ď pk´2 `
k´2ÿ
i“1
tipk ´ 1qpmpqk´2´i.
Since p is greater than or equal to M0, we have
rpm2p2, Lpk ´ 1qq ă rpm2p2, Lq.
This implies that
µkpLq ď m2p2 and dL ď 2km2kp2k.
Now, the theorem follows directly from Lemma 4.4. 
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